KISI
Kisi is one of the leading Kakhetian white vaieties after Rkatsiteli and Mtsvane
Kakhuri. It has become espacially popular during the last few years.
This varietal is common in the eastern part of Georgia and belongs to the family
of Kakhetian grape varieties. According to scientists, Kisi occupies an medium place
between Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli. Some believe it is the hybrid of these two varieties. It
is relatively low-yielding harvested neither early nor late.

Kisi Terroir
It includes Telavi, Kvareli and Akhmeta regions. This
variety is found mainly in the village of Maghraani,
Akhmeta region, as well as in the villages of Argokhi
and Babaneuri. Kisi has much expanded throughout
Kakheti in the recent years.

The Description
of the Wine
Traditional Kakhetian (qvevri) wines as well as
classic (European) style wines are made from
Kisi. They have profound, mouth- lling
presence of aromas and taste. Those that are
classic in style are medium-bodied, whereas,
qvevri style Kisi wines are relatively intense and
full-bodied. Rarely, they are also aged in oak.

KISI HARVESTING IN BABANEURI

Aromas
Kakhetian style Kisi wines made in qvevri are perfumed with aromas of dried apricot,
Imeretian sa ron, Georgian spices, candied nuts, orange zest, tobacco and walnuts.
Classic style Kisi wines have the aromas of citrus, ripe pear, peach, sweetbrier
tincture, white plum and herbs.

Best Kisi Wines
Classic style Mstvane Kisi wine of Telavi Marani has become the most
famous brand during the last few years. Other classic style Kisi wines are
produced by Viniveria, Lukasi, and Kindzmarauli Marani. The Kindzmarauli
corporation also makes a semi-sweet Kisi wine.
Indeed, traditional kisi wines made in qvevri are most popular and are
produced by over 10 wine companies in Georgia.

Qvevri Wine
Kisi wines made in qvevri are fascinating and have more
robust aromatic spectrum compared to Rkatsiteli.

Color
Classic style Kisi wines are
light yellow-colored and
become gold as they age.
Kakhetian style Kisi wine, on
the other hand, has a deep
gold color and becomes
orange as it ages.
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Kisi Wine and Food Pairing
Classic style Kisi wines go best with seafood, steamed sh, meat salads and
cooked chicken. Unlike Rkatsiteli wine, qvevri Kisi samples pair nicely with
the delicate, elegant dishes of Kakhetian cuisine. It can be served with lean
pork (so-called Chalaghaji ), roasted chicken or turkey and Khashlama
(boiled beef dish). It also pairs with walnut dishes, served either hot or cold,
spicy dishes and salads.
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